
What does Sandy 
mean for the USA?
The impact of superstorm Sandy raises 
questions about disaster preparedness and 
rising sea levels in one of the world’s great 
cities. Cameron Dunn considers Sandy’s 
implications for the future

The devastation caused in the USA by Hurricane 
Sandy was, in some ways, a surprise. It came 
towards the end of the hurricane season, and 

hurricanes do not normally hit land this far north. 
Sandy barrelled across the Caribbean, hitting 

Jamaica, Cuba and the Bahamas as a category 2 storm. 
Heading north just offshore of the eastern seaboard of 

the USA, still as a hurricane, it then turned northwest 
and made landfall (as an extra-tropical storm) just 
south of Atlantic City on the New Jersey shore. As the 
table shows, initial estimates suggest Sandy was the 
second most costly storm ever in the USA.

Satellite image of Hurricane Sandy making landfall on the New Jersey coast, 29 October

Top five US hurricanes by economic impact

Year Hurricane
Worst affected 
states

Cost  
(US$ bn)

2005 Katrina Louisiana, Mississippi, 

Alabama

108

2012 Sandy New York, New 

Jersey, Connecticut

52

2008 Ike Louisiana, Texas 38

2005 Wilma Florida 29

1992 Andrew Florida, Louisiana 27
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Activities
1 Use Google Earth to view the nature of the 

coastline affected by Sandy. Search for Atlantic 
City (NJ), Seaside Heights (NJ), Breezy Point 
(NY) and Battery Park City (NY).

2 Find out what role FEMA (the US Federal 
Emergency Management Agency) played in 
the superstorm Sandy disaster, and research 
criticism of FEMA during and after Hurricane 
Katrina struck in 2005.

3 Explain why, despite Sandy being only an 
extra-tropical cyclone when it made landfall, 
the economic costs were so high. 

Weblinks to follow up
Google Maps has a crisis map at:  
http://google.org/crisismap/sandy-2012 
Archive data (warnings and images) from NOAA on 
Hurricane Sandy’s track: www.tinyurl.com/cbwkdod

Archives of images of Sandy’s destruction include the 
Daily Telegraph www.tinyurl.com/d4t53f8  
and Daily Mail www.tinyurl.com/d6ayzjq

Hurricane Irene
Hurricane Irene struck more or less the same region as 
Sandy in 2011. Irene caused power outages for millions, 
and a bill of about $16 billion in damages. Irene, a ‘1 in 
100 year storm’, was in fact repeated 14 months later.

Sandy’s impacts
Sandy’s consequences were dramatic: over 120 dead, 
nearly 20,000 cancelled flights, up to 8 million homes 
and businesses without power. Huge tracts of coast were 
hit, flooding and damaging homes and businesses, 
especially the low lying and vulnerable barrier islands. 
New York City was hit hard by flooded subway lines 
and other damage. The New York Stock Exchange was 
closed for 2 days (the only previous 2-day closures in 
the last 100 years were for 9/11 and for VJ day in 1945).

More questions than answers
It is too early to tell whether global warming might 
bring more frequent and larger storms to this part of the 
USA. However, a sea-level rise of 50–100 cm by 2100 is 
widely expected. This could only make the impacts of 
future storm surges much worse. The affected areas face 
difficult decisions. 
•	 Should defences like the Thames Barrier or Dutch 

Delta Project be built? 

•	 Should flooded areas, especially vulnerable barrier 
islands, be rebuilt or abandoned? 

•	 Should future evacuations be enforced more strictly? 
•	 Already, many properties have federal flood 

insurance because private flood insurance is almost 
impossible to get in flood-risk areas. This is effectively 
a government subsidy for expensive coastal and river 
front property. Should it continue?

Lower Manhattan and Battery Park.  
Note how close to sea level this part of  
New York is. Sandy’s storm surge here was  
a record 4.3 metres
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